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EXAMPLES –
DATA MINING AND TIME SERIES

Identification of problems
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Fireworks

Fireworks in Denmark – December 31st and January 1st

(complete reporting for the whole country – population 5 mio.) 

The rise in the mid 1990’ies detected about two years later, due 

to hand held illegal fireworks. Around 2008 new legislation due 

to the monitoring efforts based on our experience and public 

reporting.  
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We go public
with the 
information.
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Recent example – robotic lawn mower

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8EqYUqF9Uv0

Some have better safety features than other. 
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Recent example – robotic lawn mower

Case: 

1.5 year old girl moved onto 

lhe lawn in a moment of parents 

being unaware of her. 

The lawn mower did NOT stop 

but gave this injury !

(Fortunately she fell to the side not in front of the machine)

So what did we do ? 
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We did this: 

1 Contacted the authorities (Work inspection service). They 

would test the apparatus. Report is secret. 

Due to license problems they would not tell us the force 

required for getting a CE (European Machine approval). That is 

what should make the machine stop and turn around. We 

could buy a copy of the standard for about 200 Euro (120 £)

2 Made a public warning via the press (shown videly) 

3 Contacted members of ICE 

(International Collaborative Effort in Injury Statistics)
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ICE collaboration answers comes quickly
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Another recent example 
(A patient had complete cut of first finger, plus lesion 

of finger 2-3 due to machine)

Machine

Safety

EU rule:

Secure against unexpected

start of sharp kitchen

appliances 

So how did it go for our patient ? 
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So how does the double protection work ?

The problem is that the knife can

Rotate with an OPEN LID !!
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So what did I (J.Lauritsen) do ?

Contact the authority

Contact Philips (no answer despite several re-mailing) 

Contact authority again.

They received a new copy from Philips, sent to a “controlling 

laboratory authorised in EU”. 

Answer : The machine IS compliant with the standard.

Question: should we accept standards that are negotiated 

with industry as the rule setting authority ? 

(In this situation where a correctly protecting machine is 

ALSO sold by Philips at a cost of less than 5% higher)
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Case – mtb

New Mountain bike accidents – notice one spot (112) 
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Types of analysis
How to define black spots ?
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Types of analysis
How to define black spots (statistically)?

13,924 traffic accidents 

with verified location.
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An emerging political new risk: Politicians without 
proper guidance select methods that are not validated 
or operational. 

8. The transport ministers will undertake to: 

h) continue, …. efforts ….. (2020 fatality reduction) … work towards

(i) reducing the number of serious injuries in road traffic collisions, 

(ii) reporting reliable and comparable data using a common definition 

based on the MAIS 3+ trauma scale by 2018;

i) set a target of halving the number of serious injuries in the EU by 2030 

from the 2020 baseline using this common definition ...
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Conclusion – Safety Cube project  
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So all in all how do we actually define a 
new problem or a new risk ? 

Is this just a particular case of an emerging “black-spot” ?

Is it a new violation of good behaviour by less skilled persons ?

(and if so – should we address this ?) 

Has anyone actually demonstrated statistical methods to find new 

causal aspects ?

Or are we still left with the “skilled clinical persons warning” ?

- and accepting this without reference to exposure ?  



Are ”Big data” a uniform solution ?

The short answer is NO

The somewhat longer: It depends on the problem under study

The full picture: 

Just like a surgeon cannot set the indication for a given 

surgical procedure without testing and asking the patient.

No decision on emerging risks can be made without scope, 

purpose, strategy, organizational mapping and most of all by 

the observant clinician and quality assured registration. 
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